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MINNESOTA’S BANK STRUCTURE

I. The Evaluation of Bank Structure

To properly estimate the impact of a particular bank structure,

one must keep in mind the special characteristicswhich distinguish

banks from other firms, for it is the special function of financial

intermediation (and money creation) that makes the performance of

banks crucial to the well-being of the entire community. Thus, if

this or that firm does not perform up to its potential, the impact is

a loss of jobs and income that might otherwise be generated. However,

when the banking system does not perform up to its potential, the

impact is much more serious and complex in that the well-being of the

entire community depends on the financial resources which banks and

other financial institutions provide. Although the traditionalmethods

of evaluating performance, cost efficiency, service dimension and

market structure must be analyzed, these cannot be separated from the

fundamental issue of the role of banks in the development of the

community.

In terms of evaluating a particular bank structure, the current

unit banking structure of Minnesota, one is really asking the question

of how a change in bank structure would change bank performance both

individually and collectively. In other words, the cost of the current

system is measured by the improvement in performance that would occur

under alternative structures. This is dependent on two interpretations:

(1) that of banking performance and (2) that of bank structure.
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The determination of optimal performance -- a standard against

which we can

desired. In

identified.

judge any system -- is a function of what objectives are

the case of banking, at least two perspectives can be

From the social perspective, there are four goals: (1)

productive efficiency, (2) allocative neutrality, (3) absence of

exploitation of consumers or suppliers of inputs and (4) responsivity to

changes in technology and in the demand for banking services. Under

these conditions, the banking market would be performing perfectly and

any economic patterns observed such as differential rates of growth in

income are the result of factors operating outside the banking community.

However, when banking performance is less than perfect, it influences,

in its allocative function, the flow of goods and services and thus

relative economic development. It is in this sense that poor banking

performances is of significance to us.

The banking industry has another perspective, and that is to

maintain competitivenesswith other financial institutions and profit-

ability of banking. In the case that banks are performing ideally,

there is no conflict apparent or real between the social objectives of

banking and that of the banking community. However, when banking

performance is less than ideal potential conflicts can arise because of

the uncertainty introduced by changes in the existing structure.

However, as I will show, the long range implicationsof poor banking

performance are just as severe for bankers as for the public.

Thus the issue of evaluating a bank structure reduces to the

question of in what ways does the current banking structure prevent the

achievement of either the social or private objectives for banking.
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To determine this, we will examine the trends in banking in Minnesota

over the last decade as well as evaluate the evidence and arguments in

favor of a change in banking structure.

II. Minnesota’s Bank Structure

In this section, several ways of evaluating Minnesota’s bank

structure will be investigated. These are of two kinds: (1) those

that directly relate to the performance of the banking system and (2)

those that relate to the economic environment of Minnesota. Each of

these will be dealt with in turn.

A. Population Per Bank Office

Although Minnesota is well below the average of population per

bank office nationally, this is largely explained by the demographic

pattern of our state. From 1960 to 1970, when the total population

increased by ten percent, 49 out of the 87 counties in Minnesota

had net decreases in population. At the same time, the seven

counties of the Twin Cities Metropolitan area had an average county

increase of 43 percent.

Between 1960 and 1971 the number of banking offices increased

from 679 to 726, an increase of less than seven percent. Over the

same period, although Minnesota averaged approximately 20% more

bank offices per capita than the U.S. average, the Twin Cities

metropolitan area had less than half that number (see Table 1).

Further, comparing the number of bank offices per capita of large

unit banking cities such as the Twin Cities, Chicago, Denver and

Houston against large branching cities such as Los Angeles, Phoenix
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TA131.J3 i

.

- .—— ...— -.. .— . —-.4.
...-~~

J3anking Persons
State, Area or City Struc:tul”e _ Per Office—- ..—

United. States
h4ik]ncsota
Colorado
Mc)l)t(tnit
Ncb YJsl<a.
Nortl~ Dakota
south Dakota ‘
Iclaho
Arizona
CaliIu rnia “

,,

Twin Cities metropolitan area
Balance of Minnv sots

Chicago
Denver
Houston
Sioux Falls
Los Angeles
Phoenix
Portland

Unit
Unit “
Unit
IJnit
unit
State -wide branching
$tate -wide branching

State -wide branchinfi
St.;ttc -\vidc: bran C.hiu[<

Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
13rttnching
13ra nching
13ranclling
13ranching

6, 000
4, 914

9,111
5, 1.40

3,319
3, 639
3, 051
4, 1.!}1

5, 862
6, 11,7

12,792
3, .139

23, 4(IO

11,922
13,813

3, 8!;0

7, 857
5,801
7, 800

So6rce; Eugene H. Adams;
13urcau of the Census;

FDIC Annual Rc~mrt, 1967;——.. .
Minnesota Dcparlxncnt of I-Icalth Estirnatcs; and
Po1lc’s World 13cml< Di.rec.tory, 1969.—.- . ..——

.
,

.. .
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and Portland, the same magnitude of difference occurs: unit

banking cities have approximatelytwicethe population per bank

office as branching cities (14,000 to 7,000 respectively).

Although one would expect there to be some difference between

rapidly growing population areas and declining population areas,

the very large differences noted above imply a serious lack of

adaptability of unit systems. The reasons for this is readily

apparent. Bank chartering agencies are extremely conservative in

allowing the creation of new banks. This is somewhat understandable

since they are acting to minimize the possibility of bank failure.

On the other hand, they are less likely to restrict the opening of

a branch office, since the likelihood of a single branch office

bankrupting an entire system is very small. This is reflected in

the fact that as of April 1969, there were 30 communities in the

Twin Cities area with population greater than 1000 with no

commercial bank (see Table 2).

This leads to the fundamental issue of bank entry and competition.

It can be argued that potential competition as well as actual

competition is a stimulus to improved performance. However, unit

banking systems, by their very nature, tend to be very restrictive

of bank entry and thus reduce potential competition to a minimum.

However, the restrictions on entry in branching systems is much

less severe. This is undoubtedly one reason why banks tend to

perform better in an environment where branching is permitted than

where it is not.

~/ I will return to.this point in Section Vwhen I consider branch
banking performance more explicitly.
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#

—-. . ..-— ———. —— . . ..——.——....————. ---- — .—. — ——-

1960 4/1/69— ——

Anoka County
131aine a 7, 577 18, 672
Circle Pines 2, 789 ‘ 3, 764
East 13ethcl 1,408 2, 296
l-Iilltop 607 !,099
Lino Lakes 2,329 3,409

Dakota County
Apple Valley 585 6, 871
13urnsvi’!le~ 2, 71.6 17, 402
lnvcr Grove I-Ieigllts 6,466 11,5’;2
Mcnclota Ilei$hts c 5, 028 6, 552

IIcmnepin C on]liy
Brooklyn I?arlc
Ghamplin
Corcoran
Decphaven
Eden Prairie

, Indcpcnclcnce
M:lpl(! Grove

Meclina
Minnetrista
New I-loped “
Orono
Tlymouthe
Shorc:wooc.1
Spring Park
Tonka Bay

10,197
1, 271
1,237
3, 286
3,233
1, .q.~.()

2, 213
1,472
2, 211
3, 552
5, 643
9, 576
3, 197

66s
3,21,9

,

22, 661
2, 529
1, 454
3, 593
6, 581
2, 123
5, 37’7
2, 2’)3
2, 873

20, 380
6, ~.~q

17, 054
4, 078
1,212.
4,349

-..

r
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TWIN CIT1.ES ME TROPOL.I’I’AN A.ll:f2A .

CITIES AND VJI.LAGES OV”.Elt 1, 000 PO PULSATION
WI’.l’l’3 NO COM.MT~ ltCIA L 13A.N1.<

(contint?cd)

1960 4/1/69—— —.— —— .-.— .,.—-— —.-.

l?annscy County

Arden I<i”lls

L~~uderclale “

Littl.cC a.nacla
Maplcwood
h4.ouJld$lvic!w
North oaks
Snore view
Vadnais Hci&hts

. 3,930
J., 676
3,512”

18,519
6,416

803
7, 157
2, 459

5,103

2, 663
3, 6~j2

~4, 060”
$, g~~

1, ijc8
10, 1.!59

3,11:+

Was hington Count
?Cottage Grovc; . 4, 850 12,1J3

~L:l~l!:OlllCdi 2, J.27 ~, z;,fl~

Oakclal.c 4, 297 7, 648
OcI,k Park I-lci~:hhs g 1.1. 1, 072
Onc!ca Township 898 1, 6:’3
St. Paul Park 3, 267 .gl, ~()(>

Wooclbury 3,014 5, 863

———— —— .——— ——-—-..——... . —.. — .-—--=.-A-

aApplication received for state bank charter - April 10, 1.96?.

bApplication re cei~red for state b?.]~kcharter - h-0 V(?lllbC?3:20, 1969.

cApplication received for state bank charter - July 29, 19GS,

‘Application received for state bank charter - January 7, 1969.

e Applic ation re ceiv~.. . -d for state bank charter - August 20, 1969.

fNational bank charter approv(?d.

Source: 13ureau of Census and Metropolitan Council.Estimates.

,.
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B. Size and Efficiency of Banking

A second major issue facing the Minnesota banking system is

the very substantial percentage of small banks. In 1971, 523 of

the 726 banks had on average substantially less than ten million

dollars in deposits (see Table 5). Although the studies differ

as to the optimal bank size, they all agree that there are very

substantial economies to be obtained up to the ten million deposit

size (see Greenbaum, p. 38).

This very large number of small banks which dominate rural

banking in Minnesota has the following implications for bank

performance. The increasing scale of agriculture,

category of rural borrower, with 54 and 35 percent

the smallest population classes in 1971 (Table 5),

the largest

of the loans in

not only

requires a larger total credit demand, but also a larger average

credit demand. The very low loan limits of small rural banks make

it exceedingly difficult for small banks to finance commercial

agricultural units. Further, the smaller banks cannot afford to

provide specialize personnel and service. Thus, for instance, it

has been estimated that fewer than 10 percent of rural banks in

Minnesota have trained agricultural loan officers. It becomes

exceedingly difficult to provide managerial and financial analysis

assistance to their rural customers and they are unable to utilize

the very large body of computer programs for financial analysis.

In this way, it became increasingly difficult to evaluate loan

applications on the basis of the merits of the investment and its
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potential return. Personal association and security agreements

become the important criteria for loans. This has the net effect

of restraining innovative individuals in favor of those more

firmly established.

One further attribute of small banks which severely limits

their ability to serve their community relates to their limited

capacity to obtain and utilize non-local resources. Several

factors enter into this: (1) there is a large fixed investment in

time involved in learning how to utilize national money markets;

(2) funds obtained on the Federal Funds and other national markets

are usually in large fixed denominationswhich are generally more

than a small local bank can utilize effectively at any one time;

and (3) funds from correspondent banks usually require compensating

balances and are obtained at such a high cost that the return to

the local banker is substantially below what he normally receives.

c. Loan-to-Deposit Ratios

This leads us into a discussion of the loan-to-depositratio

of Minnesota banks. The loan-to-depositratio, the percent of

total deposits used for loans, is the single most important measure

of bank performance. Later in the report, I will analyze the direct

connection between lending performance and economic growth. At

this point, I will outline the underlying reason for this assertion.

Deposits are one of the financial assets in which a community

holds its surplus resources, that is savings. When a bank loans

funds to a local enterprise or individual, these savings resources
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are introduced into the income stream of the community either by

an investment say for agriculture or business or to an individual

for

for

has

consumption purposes. In either case, the resources are used

increasing the demand for or supply of local business. This

the net effect of increasing employment and income in the

local community. On the other hand, if the local bank uses the

savings resource for the purchase of government

local savings are lost to the community and the

mechanism is never initiated. This is always a

since all banks have portfolios with both loans

securities, the

income generating

relative process

and securities.

One other element of analysis must be made clear. Under

conditions of perfect financial markets, we would expect rates of

interest and operating ratios to be identical. Thus, the existence

of differentials in operating ratios is one means of detecting

imperfections in the market.

Tables 3 to 5 present evidence on Minnesota’s bank portfolios

for December 1960, 1968, and 1971. Notice that although there have

been some changes over the period, the basic pattern is unchanged.

The loan-to-depositratios of banks in the larger sized towns (more

than 10,000 population) and the Reserve City banks consistently

exceed that of the banks in smaller towns. Tables 6 and 7 summarize

these differences for the four states of the Upper Midwest region

over the period, holding bank category (holding affiliate and other

independent banks) and time constant. Banks in the 10,OOO plus

category had an average 6.5 percent higher and Reserve City banks
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had 10 percent higher loan-to-depositratios than banks in towns of

less than one thousand population. This was fairly consistent

across the region.

In terms of the portfolio composition, the trends are also

fairly straight forward. There is an increase in real estate

loans of 21 percent, a decrease in agricultural loans of 59 percent

and a corresponding increase in commercial and loans to individuals

of 15 and 19 percent respectively as one goes from the O-999

located banks to the 10,000 plus located banks. The trend for

the O-999 as compared to the Reserve City banks is similar except

for real estate category where there is basically no change. This

difference is accounted for by the increase in loans of a financial

nature and the other loan category.

Table 8 presents the comparison of the operating ratios for

the holding affiliate banks and other independent banks holding

time and population categories constant. The most surprising

result is the very small differences observed for Minnesota,

Notice, however, that in the case of South Dakota, the only

branching state of the region, that the loan-to-deposit ratio

difference is of the same magnitude as between the less than one

thousand and greater than 10,000 located banks. This table

strongly supports the contention that the holding affiliates are

restricted to perform like the other unit banks of the state. The

major difference iS the locational bias of the holding affiliates

to the larger population centers.
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The existence of loan-to-deposit ratio differentials is not

enough by itself to argue that a change in the existing structure

would lead to more uniform and higher loan-to-depositratios. It

first must be shown that the differences are the results of supply

restraints rather than of inadequate demand. As a means of

determining this, an estimate of the relationship between the

loan-to-depositratio and nine call report items was conducted.

The results of this estimation are extremely interesting and point

to a new interpretationof loan-depositratios difference. of

the nine items, only the asset composition, the percent of residential

2/
real estate loans and loan interest rate were significant.- The

asset composition items need little comment. If you increase loans

as a percent of assets, you must decrease other asset items in

relative terms. The residential real estate item would provide a

partial measure of rural-urban differences, but notice that the

coefficient is very small (-.14) and consequently, it has a

relatively small affect on the loan-to-deposit ratio.

~/ The regression equation estimated with R* =
was:

&(t) = -.92GS - 1.020S - .92cA + .04TD
D (-18.7) (-17.8) (-6.7) (.97)

.989, and S = ,573

- .14RRE
(-2.8)

- .06LF - .09CL - 1.181L i-1.5X10-6TA
(-1.6) (-1.1) (-3.3) (.6)

where GS = government securities, OS = other securities, CA = cash
assets (all as a percent of total assets), TD = time to total
deposit rate, RRE = residential real estate loans as a percent of
total loans, U? = loans to farmers as a percent of total loans,
CL is commercial loans as a percent of total loans, IL = the
interest rate on loans and TA is total assets per bank.
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The last significant variable provides the discriminating test.

The interest rate on loans is negative (-1.18) and significant at

the one percent level. The negative sign implies that the

differences observed in the loan-to-depositratio are caused by

supply restraints rather than demand restraints, that the estimated

equation is a demand rather than supply equation. This result

must lead us to conclude that the present banking structure is

acting to restrain loan performance.

The implications of this supply restraint can be considered in

two ways: first by examining the relative performance of banks to

other savings and lendings institutions and secondly, by considering

the impact which bank loan performance has on the economic growth

of the state.

III. Commercial Banks and Other Financial Institutions

In this section, we will consider three separate comparisons of

commercial banks and other financial institutions in Minnesota. First,

we will compare the growth in deposits of three types of savings

institutions (savings and loan associations, credit unions and Farmers

and Mechanics Savings Banks) with that of commercial banks. Second, we

will consider the relative position of commercial banks in financing

agriculture. And, third, the loan performance and the share of the

agricultural loan market in 61 agricultural counties in Minnesota.

A. Deposit Growth: Savings Institutions and Commercial Banks

Table 9 represents the levels and rates of growth of savings

institution’s deposits compared with thatof commercial banks between

December 1961 and December 1971. Over this period, although there
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were some differences between institutions and between the first

and second half of the period, there was no basic change in the

relative competitive position of banks and these other financial

3/
institutions.- However, commercial banks achieved this relative

constancy of position by competing more effectively for saving

and time deposits. This can be seen in Table 3-5 where the

relative share of total deposits increased from 49 percent in 1960

to more than 60 percent in 1971. Thus viewed from this perspective

commercial banks are at least maintaining a constant share of the

savings market. However, as we will now see, this favorable

assessment of bank competitive performance cannot be asserted in

all areas.

B. Commercial Banks and the Financing of Agriculture

The one area where banks do not seem to be competing effectively

is in the agricultural loan market. Table 10 presents a breakdown

of the sources of agricultural debt for the four states of the

Upper Midwest. Both the Federal Land Bank and the Production Credit

~/ However, over the period 1960 to 1971, the holding company
affiliates increased their share of Minnesota commercial bank
deposits from 59 to 62 percent as follows:

TOTAL DEPOSITS ($1,000,000)

Holding Affiliates All Commercial Banks (1)/(2)xloo
(1) (2)

1960
1968
1971

2,486 4,177 59
5,309 8,543 62
6,399 10,537 62
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Associations increased their percent of the agriculturalmarket

over the two years while commercial banks reduced their share of

the non-real estate market and increased their share of the real-

estate market. On average over the decade of the 1960’s, the Farm

Credit Institutions have been growing at a rate of almost twice

that of commerical banks in Minnesota (14 compared with 8.6 percent).

Since agricultural loans accounted for

percent of total loans on an aggregate

million compared with 5,473.7 million)

on a per bank basis, this is obviously

more than .15

basis in December 1970 ($675.8

and averaged 41.6 percent

a measure for concern.

co Agricultural Loan Performance and the Loan-to-DepositRatios

Looking at the relative breakdown of agricultural debt sources

provided one measure of the competitive position of banks in this

market. However, what is even more instructive is a comparison of

relative performance of PCAfs and FLBIS with respect to commercial

banks in high and low loan-to-depositratios counties.

Table 11 presents such a comparison for Minnesota from 1960 to

1968. The magnitude of the results are very substantial. There

was more than a twelve percent difference between the high and low

loan-to-depositcounties with respect to production loans and a

nine percent difference between real estate loans. This provides

additional support for the contention that it is supply rather than

demand conditions which account for the difference in loan-to-

deposit ratios. In those counties where bank lending policies are

conservative PCA loans expanded at a much more rapid rate than in
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those counties with aggressive commercial banks. The relationship

was reversed with respect to real estate loans. Thus the overall

effect was more a compositional problem than one of relative size.

Banks with lower loan-to-depositratios were not only lending at

a lower rate but also making more secured (less productive) loans.

IV. Bank Performance and Economic Growth

This leads us to the issue of whether the current banking structure

and performance has influenced the economic environment of Minnesota

and particularly whether it has led to a reduction in economic growth.

Although this issue is rather more complex than the previous issues,

enough elements of the analysis are available to provide a preliminary

4/conclusionC- This question is the key to evaluating the present

banking structure.

There is a very close association between changes in population

and bank performance as measured by the loan-to-depositratios. If one

correlates the percent change in population by county against the

average deviation from the Minnesota loan-to-depositratio, then the

correlation coefficient is positive and equal to .9. In other words,

relatively low loan-to-deposit counties tend to be associated with

declining populations,

~/ As far as I can tell, I am the only researcher who has made a serious
effort at analyzing the relationshipbetween banking performance and
economic growth. As stated in the Golembe Report (p. 5): “Observations
to the effect that branch banking contributes to more rapid economic
development are largely impressionistic,there being little systematic
and rigorous study of this question.” I“hope that what I present
is viewed as more than just impressionistic.
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We observed in the previous section that a relatively low loan-to

deposit ratio tends to be associated with an expansion in lending by

other financial institutionsat least in the case of agriculture. Also

we observed that differences in loan-to-depositratios were caused by

supply (substitutebanking) restraints rather than by inadequate demand.

In the sense that a sector or region has alternative sources of credit

to banking, it is hard to argue that restraints in banking alone

necessarily leads to a reduced level of financing, However, if a sector

or region is particularly dependent on bank financing and to the degree

that it can be shown that bank financing is restricted or rationed, to

that degree a financial restriction will lead to a reduced rate of

economic growth and becomes a causative factor for migration patterns

observed.

The key, then, is whether we can identify areas dependent on bank

financing. There is, in fact, one particular area which appears to be

almost totally reliant on bank financing. This area is the rural non-

farm sector. Thus a good case can be made that the rural non-farm sector

is underfinanced.

There is one further element which needs to be introduced.

Technological change in agriculture has been labor saving. This can

be readily observed in Table 12. At the same time that total employment

in Minnesota and the Upper Midwest Region increased by approximately

20 percent (between 1960 and 1971), agricultural employment decreased

by 25 percent. Thus the net effect of the agricultural development of

the region has been a surplus of agricultural labor (170 thousand for
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TABLE 3.2

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT ANi)AGRICULTURAL 124PLOYMENTFOR 140NTANA,
NORTliDAKOTA, SOUT!iDAKOTA, MIN!lESOTAAND FOURSTATE

REGION, 1960, 1965 and 1971*

North south 4 State
Montana ihkota I’hlccita Minnosota o Rcciou

1960
Ag. Employment
Total Employment
Ra&io

39,000 91,75’3 81,f,()(J M7,W0 479,15(I
233,d63 235,761 245,804 1,326,987 2,044,415

.17 ● 39 .33 .20 ,23

1905
lig. Kmploymenc 35,200 74,750 66,450 229,/+00 405,800
Total Employment 243,429 237,3.12 238,126 1,4JW0976 2,145,843
Ratio ● 14 “1●3 ● 28 .16 ● 19

1971
Ag. Employment
Total Employment
Ratio

23,142 54,321 48,428 173,00!) 303,s91
273,656 258,346 247,875 1,631,400 2,411,307

.10 ● 21 .20 .11 .13

.
*Source: The 1960 and 196$ data were obtained”from 13endfirson and Kruegcrj

!r~conomic @o~kh and AdjUs~menk in ‘the tJpper }lid~~~st: 1960-197511,,,
Upper Midwst Resaarchand Dmwlqmmt CG:rmil,1967. The 1971..
data was obtained #Yom state dcpa.rtmcnts of mploymnt and
apyicultum.
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the region and 79 thousand for Minnesota). If employment opportunities

of an equal magnitude are not generated in the local community, then

migration to large urban centers occurs. It is the lending pattern of

commercial banks which provides the resources for employment growth. A

restrictive policy will lead to fewer jobs being created and thus

migration as observed.

It should not be concluded that banking performance alone is sufficient

to generate the migration and development pattern. However, the argument

as presented above is strongly indicative that banking performance is a

significant causative factor in this process. More analysis needs to be

conducted to determine just how important this element is relative to

the other differentials which exist.

v. Branch Banking and Banking Performance

In this section, I will cite the fundamental evidence on the “Impact

of Branch Banking on Bank Performance.”

Table 13 summarize the available evidence on branch and unit banks.

In all cases, branch banks maintain higher loan-to-asset ratios, pay

slightly higher interest on time deposits and charge lower or equal

rates on loans. An interesting point is the implication of the

existance of a branch system on unit bank performance. Unit banks had

on average higher loan-to-asset ratios, paid higher rate on time deposits,

but charged slightly more for loans when they were in branching states

rather than unit states.

Table 14, which provides evidence on how unit banks in rural areas

might respond to the legalization of branching, presents similar interesting
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results. There was a 9 percent increase in the loan-to-assetratio in

unit banks where branching is permitted compared to where it was not.

The results in other ways is similar to what was stated above. Thus the

existence of potential competition alone was sufficient to improve the

performance of unit banks.

In closing let me cite some of the conclusions reached by other

researchers in the area. First, Mote (1969)

“Branch banks have higher loan-asset ratios and a higher
proportion of consumer loans, charge lower interest rates
on installment and real estate loans, and pay higher
interest rates on time and savings deposits than do unit
banks of similar size and/or location. They provide
greater mobility of funds from “surplus” to “deficit’!
communities. Moreover, they offer a broader variety of
services and provide greater convenience in that
branching results in somewhat more numerous banking
facilities in moderate and large-sized,”communities.

In another article by Greenbaum (1967),where the author is evaluating

the efficiency of banking, the following statement is made:

“The inefficiency of ~maller banks ~-. . ., i.e., under 10
million in deposits_/ may be attributable to their inability
to spread overhead costs, limitations to specialization
among employees, high transaction costs of moving funds in
small amounts, loan risk interdependencies and limitations
of risk pooling.” (p. 38)

This leads the author to conclude:

“The evidence on the effects of consolidating unit banks
into branch systems suggests that important savings
result even if the output of the consolidated banks does
not exceed the output of the components.”

The weight of evidence in support of the improved performance of

branching systems over unit system is very strong. This does not mean

that the limitations of the current systems could not be overcome in
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other ways. However, the implication is that if the solution does not

occur within the banking system, the solution will come outside of the

banking system and provide additional competition. In fact, pressure

is already mounting for such changes, and the Rural Development Act

and the new Farm Credit Administration legislationmust be viewed as

movements in that direction. Thus a lack of adaptability on the part

of bankers will probably be self-defeating.

Let me end by citing an observation on a former period in history

which has interesting parallel implications for our current situation:

“In 1890, when Breckenridge examined the interregionalinterest
rate differentials, he concluded that they were permanent
and attributed them to the legal barriers that prohibited
branch banking in the United States, With the omniscience,
of hindsight, it is obvious that these differentials have
been reduced. Moreover, the reduction did not result from
passage of laws permitting interstate branching. Instead
a series of new financial institutions capable of surmounting
the barriers raised by distance and by the lack of branch.
banking legislationwere innovated. (Lance Davis, p. 368)0
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